Before proceeding let us run a simple version of the simulation in class
Dante Chialvo's Evolutionary Game
Pedagogical version of model(do in class).
Dante arranged 20 students in a circle and gave them 20-sided dice.
Students represented species, and number on die is tness.
Random number generator replaced by throw of dice.
At each step student with lowest number - species with least tness selected.
Throws die, and so do two neighbors.
New random numbers represent new tnesses.
In case two of them share lowest number,
one to go extinct decided by roll of tie-breaker die.
Student who now has lowest number then selected
for extinction and so on.
Twenty- rst student would do bookkeeping at
blackboard.
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Would trace out curve looking like gure above.
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Would monitor and plot running maximum of
smallest number of all dice.

After several rolls, most of students would be looking
at numbers exceeding a critical tness threshold
of 13, that is near fraction 0.667 found in model.
Bookkeeper then starts measuring avalanche distribution.
An avalanche starts when lowest number among all
students exceeds 13, and stops when lowest
number exceeds 13 again.
Whole dynamics can be followed in detail.
Because of small number of students and limited
patience, resulting statistics are lousy compared with
what can be obtained from high-speed computer.
Punctuated equilibrium behavior can be detected
by plotting accumulated activity
of a single, selected student.
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If we count how many times has thrown die up to time t,
resulting curve will look somewhat
like gure right.

For long periods of time - periods of stasis,
does not throw die at all,
while other students are busy,
but this inactivity is interrupted
by relatively short periods where student
and neighbors get busy.
Can think of this number as
representing amount of physical change,
such as size of a horse, versus time.
“Punctuated equilibrium" nature of
curve is obvious.
There are long periods of stasis where there is no activity,
separated by bursts of activity.
Such a curve is called a Devil's staircase because of its many steps,
some very large, but most very small.
Between any two steps, there are in nitely more steps.
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Devil's staircase invented by Georg Cantor in the 19th century,
and for long time thought that no physical system
could possibly show such intricate behavior.

One can measure distribution of durations of periods of stasis,
or return times between mutations.
There are no real jumps in curve,
only periods with large number of very rapid small increases.
In fossil record, one might not be able to resolve these small, rapid increases,
so resulting variation appears as jump.
For comparison, gure shows how thoracic width of radiolarian Pseudocubus vema
evolved during last ve million years.
Curve has quite similar structure to previous gure.
Note that there are no large jumps in curve.
Punctuations are simply periods where there is
large amount of evolutionary activity.
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Evolution of size of horse follows a similar pattern.
In crude model, single step can be thought of as
representing either an extinction event,
in which niche of species that became extinct
is lled by another species,
or a pseudo-extinction event,
in which species mutates into different species.

In either case, original species does not exist after event.
In real evolution same question may arise.
Species may become extinct, or may mutate through several steps
into something quite different.
Statistical properties of avalanches in model
should be similar to statistical properties of
extinction events in biological history.
Therefore, makes sense to compare results of simulations
with record of extinction events in fossil record.
By running computer long enough,
can accumulate enough data to make statistics of model very accurate.
In one run, more than 400,000,000,000 pseudo-extinctions were made.
That is more than eighty mutations for each person in world.
Can also make several runs on computer,
whereas there is only one evolution of history on earth.
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Impossible for even very meticulous paleontologists like John Sepkoski to compete with this,
making it dif cult to compare our predictions with reality.

Sepkoski looked at only 19,000 real extinctions of species.
To make comparisons with data, one simulates
evolution model in real time units as discussed above.
One samples rate of extinctions (or pseudo-existence)
taking place in temporal windows of a few hundred time steps,
to be compared with Sepkoski's binning of data
in intervals of four million years.
In this way one is able to generate a synthetic record of extinctions as shown below.

Note the similarity
with Sepkoski's data.

Raup's histogram of Sepkoski's data
Can be reasonably well tted to power law with
exponent between 1 and 3.

Figure right shows, for comparison, distribution of
extinction events from model.
Important point is that histogram is smooth curve
with no off-scale peaks for large extinction events.
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Would certainly be nice to have ner resolution on data, with extinctions measured, say,
every one million years.

Sepkoski also noted that extinctions within individual families
were correlated with extinctions
in other families across various species.
May say that evolutions of different species "march to the same drummer".
is exactly what to expect from simulation,
in which extinction events, including mass extinctions,
thought of as radiation of adaptive changes of individual species.
Figure below shows accumulated mutations of single species -> Devil's staircase,
together with a plot of global activity of extinctions.
A real time scale in which mutations rate was
represented by low temperature was used.
Individual species change during periods
when there is a large general activity, as
observed by Sepkoski, although not all
avalanches affect species that we are
monitoring.
No outside drummer is necessary, however.

Synchronized extinctions are a consequence
of criticality of global ecology,
linking fates of various species together,
like sand grains of sandpile model.
Although large events occur with well-de ned frequency,
they are not periodic,
neither in real evolution nor in simulation.
For real evolution, actual statistical properties of extinction record
supports view that biological evolution
is a self-organized critical phenomenon.

October 2022
In water droplets like those on early Earth, amino
acids can assemble spontaneously into proteins
One of the really tough conundrums about how life got started on Earth is the “water
paradox”:
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Liquid water is necessary for life as we know it here on Earth, and yet a lot of chainlike
molecules that all living things need (like proteins, RNA, and DNA) cannot link up
spontaneously in liquid water.

Let’s consider proteins.
Living organisms can’t make proteins without the help of … already-existing proteins.
So how could proteins possibly have arisen in reasonable amounts to help set up the
beginning of life on Earth, somewhere between 4.4 and 3.8 billion years ago?
Well, it just got a whole lot easier to explain.
A research team at Purdue University led by chemistry professor R. Graham Cooks used a
simple but clever setup to convincingly solve this conundrum and show how this could have
happened — quite easily, actually — on the early Earth.
We’re con dent that amino acids — the building blocks of proteins — were available on the
early Earth because of a bunch of observations:
Stanley Miller’s famous 1953 experiment ran early-Earth gases methane, ammonia, hydrogen,
and water vapor past an electrical discharge (sort of like lightning) in circulation for several
days, and plentiful organic compounds were formed, among them aspartate, alanine, glycine,
and probably other amino acids.
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In 2018, more-complex amino acids that appear to have formed in the absence of any life
were found deep beneath the sea oor in mantle-derived rocks.

We’ve also seen at least 80 di erent kinds of amino acids show up in meteorites now.
But protein formation? Not so much.
There was one report in 2020 of the rst protein being found in a meteorite, which generated
some buzz but ultimately didn’t survive peer review and hasn’t appeared in any journal.
So we’ve been looking very hard for a demonstration of how proteins could have formed
from amino acids somehow on the early Earth, but until now, no such luck.
Why is it so hard to make proteins out of amino acids in water?
In order to get started, a “condensation” reaction has to occur; that is, two amino acids need
to link together and kick out a water molecule:

The two molecules on the left side are both the same kind of molecule: a generic amino acid.
All amino acids look like this, the only di erence among them being the “R”.
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“R” can be lots of di erent things, but life on Earth, with rare exceptions, only uses 20 speci c
things for “R”.

To link two amino acids together, the “amino” (—NH2) end of one amino acid reacts with the
“acid” (—COOH) end of another one.
This gives us OC—NH (the “peptide bond”, shown in red on the right above), and it also
produces a water molecule (HOH, in blue).
But keep in mind that this reaction can also go backwards.
And within a body of water, this backward reaction happens way, way, way more often than
the forward, just because there’s so dang much water around.
I wanted to nd out exactly how obnoxiously di cult it is to make a peptide bond in water,
so I used a couple of online tools called eQuilibrator and Calistry to help me out.
Let’s take the simplest amino acid — glycine — where the “R” is just a hydrogen (H) and try to
link two of them together.
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Under garden-variety conditions (for those keeping score at home: pH 7.5, 25°C, and 0.25 M
salt), it turns out that when this reaction settles to its nal equilibrium state, only two out of
every 360 quadrillion glycine molecules will have paired up.

Sheesh, we’re never going to get life started this way.
As if things weren’t already hard enough, amino acids spend most of their time in the
“zwitterionic” form at most pH levels you’d encounter on Earth, where they can’t even react
with each other:

This means that even the super-crappy equilibrium state mentioned above will take a really
long time to reach.
Now you see what an uber-tough nut the “water paradox” is to crack.
So people have concocted explanations to get around this problem in ways that would t in
with conditions on early Earth, proposing that amino acids could be coerced to link together
in water under very special circumstances like near natural mineral or clay catalysts, special
salts, etc.
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But these things start to feel like reaches and don’t provide intuitively satisfying answers.

Intelligent-design people would be happy to hear me say that, I suppose, but now I have to
burst their bubble.
Cooks’ group provided the part we’d been missing all along — small water droplets — and
showed that linking amino acids together within them turns out not to be hard at all.
They made a dilute solution of glycine or alanine in water.
After two hours, nothing had happened, of course.
But when they made ne spray out of those very same solutions, glycine-glycine (Gly-Gly) or
alanine-alanine (Ala-Ala) dipeptides formed in easily detectable amounts in a matter of
milliseconds.
Their rst crack at making the droplets was with nano-electrospray ionization, or nESI.
Here we suck electrons out of a liquid (a dilute solution of glycine in water, in this case) by
applying a strong voltage between the emitter and the detector.
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The liquid takes on a net positive charge, so it’s literally pulled over to the negatively charged
detector plate as a mist:

We can also run this by reversing the voltage and giving the liquid a net negative charge if we
want to.
At right is a mass spectrometer opening.
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The droplets spend a few milliseconds in ight, then go in there and can be analyzed for their
chemical content.

The drops get even smaller on their way over to the detector because the positive charges
within them repel each other, and this makes the droplets break up.
Normally, nESI makes droplets that start out around 0.2 μm (millionths of a meter) wide and
get smaller from there.
But now you might say, isn’t putting a charge onto the molecules kind of cheating, though?
That doesn’t routinely happen in nature!
And if you say that, you are right.
It’s not exactly fair.
Lots of people have made peptide bonds under crazy, non-Earth-like conditions.
Big deal.
So then they repeated the experiment without applying any voltage at all, making the spray by
physically pushing the liquid through the emitter with a syringe.
The droplets weren’t quite as small, but it worked anyway.
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The net charge hadn’t been responsible for the e ect after all; it was all about the droplets.

They sprayed two glycine-containing mists together and ended up with not only Gly-Gly but
also Gly-Gly-Gly and Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly.
When they sprayed two jets containing Gly-Gly together, they got Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly and
Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly!
They mixed glycine and alanine sprays together and got mixed peptides like Gly-Gly-Ala,
Ala-Gly-Ala, etc.
Hey, this is getting protein-like!
Presumably if you keep slamming peptide-containing droplets together, as in sea spray,
waterfall mist, and the like, the peptides can keep getting longer and longer and give you
some primitive protein material to work with.
But wait a second.
How could these reactions work so fast in little droplets of water but not at all in bulk water?
I mean, water is water, isn’t it?
The trick seems to be that they happen only at the surface of each droplet.
One side of that surface is all water, true, but the other side is air, with very little water. It
becomes a whole lot easier to make water — that is, to run a condensation reaction like
Gly + Gly → Gly-Gly + H2O

— when there is no water around.
On the surface of a droplet, these molecules can stay dissolved in water and yet have access
to a place with no water.
And there, my friends, is your solution to the “water paradox”.
There are plenty of other reasons that reactions can behave very di erently at an air-water
interface, and I mention that because this is actually a pretty hot topic in chemistry now.
It’s known that the —OH groups of water molecules can stick up at the surface, not being part
of the (weak) bonding network they would have within the liquid, and that alone provides a
di erent environment:
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There’s even an electric eld across the air-water interface, and while that isn’t at all
well-understood, it certainly can in uence chemical reactions quite a bit.

The Purdue researchers observed that smaller droplets are better, because smaller droplets
have a higher surface-to-volume ratio, so that means more surface area to do reactions
compared to the volume to be lled, and so products like Gly-Gly can get more concentrated
and be easier to detect.
Can water droplets in nature get so tiny?
Of course they can!
Any droplet suspended in air will evaporate completely over time, so within a spray or mist we
can generally have a full range of droplet sizes at any one time.
It should be pointed out that, incredibly enough, the total surface area of sea spray on Earth is
actually larger than the planet’s entire air-sea interface!
Not to mention all the droplets in clouds, waterfalls, rapids, etc.
So this is a hugely signi cant venue for new classes of chemical reactions occurring in nature,
many of which we probably don’t even know about yet.
The same principle that applies to proteins here could very well also apply to DNA, RNA,
polysaccharides, phosphates, and anything else biologically important that forms by
condensation.
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But for now, one more unfathomable step in the emergence of life on Earth just got a whole lot
more fathomable.
It’s always mesmerizing to watch the waves crash on the shore, and maybe part of the reason
why is that we’re looking at the very beginnings of where we came from.

We now make a couple of digressions before
returning to examples of SOC systems
And now for something very different…..

The Day the Mesozoic Died - Some thoughts rst….. Lots of details ……..
Built upon slopes of Mount Ingino in Umbria, ancient town of Gubbio boasts many
structures that document glorious history.
Founded by Etruscans between 2nd and 1st centuries B.C., has many monuments to Roman,
Medieval, and Renaissance periods.
Not ancient architecture, but much longer natural history preserved in rock formations outside
city brought Walter Alvarez, American geologist, to Gubbio.
Just outside town lay geologist’s dream—most extensive, continuous limestone rock sequence
anywhere on planet.
“Scaglia rossa” is local name for attractive pink outcrops found along mountainsides and
gorges of area.
“Scaglia” -> ake and refers to how rock easily chipped into square blocks used for buildings, .
“Rossa” -> pink color.
Massive formation composed of many layers that span about 400 meters.
Once an ancient seabed, rocks represent 50 million years of Earth’s history.
Geologists have long used fossils to help identify parts of rock record from around world and
Walter employed strategy in studying formations around Gubbio.
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Throughout limestone found fossilized shells of tiny creatures, called foraminifera or “forams”,
a group of single-celled protists that can only be seen with magnifying lens.

But in 1 centimeter of clay that separated two limestone layers, they found no fossils at all.
Furthermore, in older layer below clay, forams were more diverse and much larger than in
younger layer above clay.
Everywhere looked around Gubbio, found that thin layer of clay and same difference between
forams below and above it.
Walter was puzzled.
What had happened to cause such a change in forams?
How fast did it happen?
How long a period of time did that thin layer without forams represent?
These questions about seemingly mundane microscopic creatures and 1 centimeter of clay in
a 1,300-foot-thick rock bed in Italy might appear to be trivial.
But pursuit led Walter to truly Earth-shattering discovery about one of most important days in
history of life.

K-T Boundary
From distribution of fossils and other geological data,
was known that Gubbio formation spanned parts of
both Cretaceous and Tertiary periods.
Names of geological time periods come from early
geologists’ ideas about major intervals in Earth
history, and from some of features that mark
particular times.
In one scheme, history of life divided into 3 eras—
the Paleozoic (“ancient life,” rst animals), Mesozoic
(“middle life,” age of dinosaurs), and Cenozoic
(“recent life,” age of mammals).
Cretaceous period, named after characteristic chalky
deposits, forms last third of the Mesozoic era.
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Tertiary period (subdivided into Paleogene and
Neogene) begins at end of Cretaceous 65 million years
ago and ends at beginning of Quaternary period 2.6
million years ago.

Walter spent several years studying Gubbio formation, sampling up from Tertiary and down
through Cretaceous.
1st interested in trying to correlate reversals in Earth’s magnetic eld with fossil record as way
of deciphering time-scale of Earth’s history.
Learned to gure out where he was in rock formation by forams characteristic of certain
deposits, and by learning to recognize boundary between Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks.
Boundary was always right where dramatic reduction in foram diversity size occurred.
Rocks below were Cretaceous and rocks above were Tertiary, and thin layer of clay was in gap
between boundary is referred to as K-T boundary.
1000 kilometers from Gubbio, at Caravaca on southeast coast of Spain, Dutch geologist, Jan
Smit, had noticed similar pattern of changes in forams in rocks around K-T boundary.
Smit knew that K-T boundary marked “most famous extinction” of all - dinosaurs.
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When colleague pointed out that fact to Walter, became even more interested in those little
forams and K-T boundary.

K-T BOUNDARY AT GUBBIO:
White Cretaceous limestone separated from reddish Tertiary
limestone by a thin clay layer (marked with coin).
Walter was relatively new to academic geology.
After received Ph.D. worked for exploration arm of
multinational oil company in Libya, until Colonel Qadda
expelled all of Americans out of country.
His work on magnetic reversals had gone well but realized that abrupt change in Gubbio
forams and K-T extinction presented much bigger mystery that became determined to solve.
One of 1st questions wanted to answer was how long took for thin clay layer to form?
To answer this would need help.
Very common for children to get help from parents with science projects.
However, extremely unusual that “child” is in late 30s.
But few children had a Dad like Walter’s.
From A-Bombs to Cosmic Rays
Luis Alvarez knew very little about geology or paleontology but knew about physics.
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Central gure in birth and growth of nuclear physics.

Received Ph.D. in physics in 1936 from University of Chicago and worked at University of
California, Berkeley under Ernest Lawrence, recipient of 1939 Nobel Prize in Physics for
invention of the cyclotron.
Early work in physics interrupted by onset of WW II.
During 1st years of war, Luis worked on development of radar and systems that would help
airplanes land safely in poor visibility.
He developed Ground Controlled Approach (GCA) system for bad weather landings.
In middle of war, was recruited into Manhattan Project, top secret national effort to develop
atomic weapons.
Alvarez and student Lawrence Johnston designed detonators for bombs.
Robert Oppenheimer, director of Manhattan Project put him in charge of measuring energy
released by bombs.
After war, developed use of large liquid hydrogen bubble chambers for tracking behavior of
particles -> 1968 Nobel prize.
That would seem to be a nice capstone to an illustrious career.
Father and son talked often about science.
One day, Walter gave dad small polished cross-section of Gubbio K-T boundary rock and
explained mystery within it.
Luis started thinking about how to help Walter crack it.
They started brainstorming about how to measure rates of change around K-T boundary
-> needed some kind of atomic timekeeper.

Luis, an expert on radioactivity and decay, suggested they measure abundance of beryllium-10
10
( Be) in K-T clay.
Isotope constantly created in atmosphere by action of cosmic rays on oxygen.
More time clay represented, more

10

Be would be present -> do measurement.
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Then learned that published half-life of Be was wrong - actual half-life was shorter, and too
10
little Be would be left after 65 million years to measure it.
Luis had another idea.
Space Dust
Luis remembered that meteorites are 10,000 times richer in elements from the platinum group
than the Earth’s crust.
Figured that rain of dust from outer space should be falling, on average, at a constant rate.
Therefore, by measuring amount of space dust (platinum elements) in rock samples, one could
calculate how long had taken to form.
Elements not abundant, but are measurable.
If clay bed had been deposited over few thousand years, would contain detectable amount of
platinum group material, but if deposited more quickly, would be free of these elements.
Luis decided that iridium, not platinum itself, was best element to measure because was more
easily detected.
Measurements were made.

Expected iridium levels on order 0.1 parts per billion (ppb) of
sample.
Found 3 ppb of iridium in portion of clay bed, about 30 times more
than expected and than level found in other layers of rock bed.
Why would thin layer have so much iridium?
Before got too carried away with speculation, important to know if
high level of iridium was anomaly of rocks around Gubbio, or
more widespread phenomenon.
Found another exposed K-T boundary site(Denmark).
A cliff face was almost entirely made of white chalk, full of all
kinds of fossils.
But thin K-T clay bed was black, stunk of sulfur, and had only sh bones in it.
Deduced that during the time “ sh clay” was deposited, sea was oxygen-starved graveyard.
Collected and measured samples.
In Danish sh clay, iridium levels were 160 times background levels.
Spanish clay also contained spike of iridium.
So did sample taken from K-T boundary in New Zealand, con rming that phenomenon was
global.
Something very unusual, and very bad, had happened at K-T boundary.
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Forams, clay, iridium, dinosaurs were all signs - but of what?

It Came From Outer Space
Concluded right away that iridium was of extraterrestrial origin.
Thought of supernova - explosion of star that could shower earth with its elemental guts.
Idea kicked around before in paleontological and astrophysics circles.
Knew heavy elements produced in stellar explosions, so if idea right, would be other elements
besides iridium in unusual amounts in boundary clay.
Key isotope to measure was plutonium-244 with half-life of 75 million years -> would still
present in clay layer, but decayed in ordinary earth rocks.
Rigorous testing proved no elevated level of plutonium.
Everyone disappointed, but sleuthing continued.
Kept thinking of some kind of scenario that could account for worldwide die-off.
No guesses worked.
Astronomy colleague at Berkeley, Chris McKee, suggested that asteroid could have hit earth.
1st thought -> only create tidal wave -> could not kill dinosaurs in Montana or Mongolia.
Started to think about volcanic explosion of island of Krakatoa, in 1883.
Miles of rock had been blasted into atmosphere and ne dust particles had circled globe, and
stayed aloft for two years or more.
Knew from nuclear bomb tests that radioactive material mixed rapidly between hemispheres.
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Maybe large amount of dust from large impact could turn day into night for few years, cooling
planet and shutting down photosynthesis?

If so, how big an asteroid would it have been?
From iridium measurements in clay, concentration of iridium in so-called chondritic meteorites
and surface area of Earth, calculated mass of asteroid to be about 300 billion metric tons.
Then inferred that asteroid had diameter of 10 ± 4 kilometers (km).
Not so enormous with respect to 13,000-km diameter of Earth.
But now consider energy of impact.
Such an asteroid would enter atmosphere traveling at about 25 km per second - over 50,000
miles per hour.
8

It would punch hole in atmosphere 10 km across and hit planet with energy of 10 megatons of
TNT.
Largest atomic bomb ever exploded released equivalent of about one megaton - asteroid was
100 million times more powerful.)
With that energy, impact crater would be about 200 km across and 40 km deep, and immense
amounts of material would be ejected from impact.
Team had their foram- and dinosaur-killing scenario.
Where Is Hole?
Whole story - Gubbio forams, iridium anomaly, asteroid theory, killing scenario.
Bold synthesis across different scienti c elds, perhaps unmatched in scope by any other
single paper.
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Concerned scienti c community not well prepared to accept impact hypothesis.

Had good reason to be worried.
For previous 150 years, since beginning of modern geology, emphasis had been on power of
gradual change.
Science of geology had supplanted biblical stories of catastrophes.
Idea of catastrophic event on Earth was not just disturbing, it was considered unscienti c.
Until asteroid impact papers, explanations for disappearance of dinosaurs usually invoked
gradual changes in climate or in food chain to which animals could not adapt.
Some geologists scoffed at catastrophe scenario and some paleontologists were not at all
persuaded by asteroid theory.
Pointed out that highest dinosaur bone in the fossil record at time was 3 meters below
K-T boundary.
Some suggested that perhaps dinosaurs were already gone when asteroid hit.
Other paleontologists rebutted that dinosaur bones are so scarce, should not expect to nd
them right up against boundary.
Rather, argued rich fossil record of forams and other creatures is more revealing record, and
forams and ammonites do persist right up to K-T boundary.
Was a somewhat larger problem that begged explanation:
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Where on Earth was that huge crater?

At time, only three known craters on Earth 100 km or more in size.
None were right age.
If asteroid had hit ocean, which covers more than two-thirds of planet’s surface, then searchers
might be out of luck.
Deep ocean not well mapped, and substantial part of pre-Tertiary ocean oor has been
swallowed up into deep Earth in continual movement of tectonic plates.
In decade following proposal of asteroid theory, many clues and trails were pursued, often to
dead ends.
As failures mounted, began to believe that impact had in fact been in an ocean.
Then promising clue emerged from riverbed in Texas.
Brazos River empties into Gulf of Mexico.
Sandy bed of river is right at K-T boundary.
When examined closely by geologists familiar with pattern of deposits left by tsunamis, sandy
bed was found to have features that could only be accounted for by giant tsunami, perhaps
more than 100 meters high.
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To skeptics and proponents this was obvious weakness of hypothesis, and so hunt was on to
nd impact zone, if it existed.

Moreover, mixed in with tsunami debris were tektites - small bits of glassy rock that were
ejected from impact crater in molten form and cooled as they rained back down to Earth.
Many scientists on hunt for impact site.
Concluded that Brazos River tsunami bed was crucial hint to
crater’s location
that it was in Gulf of Mexico or Caribbean.
Looked at available maps to see if might be any candidate craters
around.
Found some rounded features on maps of sea oor north of
Colombia.
Also learned of some circular-shaped “gravity anomalies,” places
where concentration of mass varies, on coast of Mexico’s
Yucatan Peninsula.
Searched for other hints that was on right track.
Noticed report of tektites in late Cretaceous rocks from site on Haiti.
When visited lab that made report, recognized material as impact tektites.
Then went to Haiti and discovered that deposits included very large tektites, along with
shocked quartz grains - another signature of impacts.
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Surmised that impact site was within 1,000 km of Haiti.

Geologists working for state-owned Mexican oil company PEMEX might have discovered crater
many years earlier.
Had studied circular gravity anomalies in Yucatan which they might be mapped into a crater.
Formally proposed that 180-km-diameter crater
(almost exactly size predicted by Alvarez team)
one-half mile below village of Chicxulub
[Cheech-zhoo-loob] on Yucatan Peninsula was
long-sought K-T impact crater.
There were still crucial tests to be done to
determine if Chicxulub was truly the “smoking
gun.”
Another important issue was the age of the
rock.
This was no easy task to determine because
the crater was buried.
Best approach - test core rock samples from wells drilled by in region decades earlier.
Eventually located some and rock that was melted by impact could be dated.
The results were spectacular.
Obtained 64.98 + 0.05 million years and 65.2 + 0.4 million years.
Melt rock was same age as K-T boundary.

Haitian tektites also dated to this age, as was deposit of material ejected from impact.
Detailed chemical analysis showed that Chicxulub melt rock contained high levels of iridium
and that it and Haitian tektites came from same source.
Furthermore, Haitian tektites had extremely low water content and gas pressure inside was
nearly zero, indicating that glass solidi ed while in ballistic ight outside atmosphere.
What had at rst seemed to be a radical
and, to some, outlandish idea supported by
all sorts of indirect evidence, then seems
con rmed by direct evidence.
Geologists subsequently identi ed ejected
material that covers most of Yucatan and is
deposited at more than 100 K-T boundary
sites around world.

Now understand that history of life on Earth has not been steady, gradual process envisioned
by generations of geologists since Lyell and Darwin.
One Punch or Two?
Discovery of K-T asteroid impact prompted extensive examination of whether other extinctions
were due to impacts.
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It appears that none of other four major extinctions of past 500 million years is attributable
to an impact.

Yet, there have been many sizable asteroid or comet impacts on Earth over same period,
although none as large as K-T strike.
Since most impacts do not cause extinctions, and most extinctions are not due to impacts,
question has been raised of why K-T asteroid was so devastating?
Some scientists have suggested that where asteroid struck was important.
Target rock that was vaporized included large amount of gypsum, which liberated large amount
of sulfur aerosols that could exacerbate blockage of sun, as well as produce acid rain that
would alter bodies of water as well as soils.
In addition, impact liberated large amount of chlorine suf cient to destroy today’s ozone layer.
But other evidence has accumulated that period of massive volcanic eruptions might have
weakened Earth’s ecosystems before K-T impact.
So-called Deccan Traps in present-day western India have been shown to have poured
massive amounts of carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxide into atmosphere in episodic eruptions
beginning several hundred thousand years prior to K-T impact.
Indeed, for many years, has been an ongoing debate among some scientists as to whether
Deccan Traps or K-T impact were primary cause of mass extinction.
Because of temporal coincidence between K-T impact and onset of mass extinction,
consensus view has been that K-T impact was primary cause of extinction.
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Very recently, new geological evidence has suggested scenario that may reconcile both
viewpoints.

It now appears that largest Deccan eruptions occurred very close to time of the impact.
Led some scientists to suggest that seismic effect of impact rocking Earth’s mantle may have
been suf cient to trigger enormous, climate-altering eruptions.
In this scenario, asteroid would be the rst punch, and volcanism, the knockout blow.
On Dinosaurs and Asteroids - Boccio’s Contrarian Thoughts now…..
Implicit in all proposed causes of mass extinction so far, including theory involving an
asteroid impact, is a presumed equality between cause and effect.
According to this philosophy mass extinction must be caused by a cataclysmic external
event, and only way to understand an extinction event is to identify that event.
Alvarez's theory of an asteroid hitting earth 65 million years ago, and thereby causing
extinctions of dinosaurs is widely accepted.
The asteroid has been identi ed as one falling near Yucatan peninsula in Mexico;
(a second asteroid has now been identi ed off the African coast).
Remnants of a large crater and a layer of iridium spreading worldwide at about same time
are taken as evidence of theory validity.
One reason may be that no alternative theory has emerged, in the sense that no other
cataclysmic impact has been suggested.
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The Impact theory has been accepted despite two major shortcomings.

First, many dinosaurs appear to have died out at least a couple of million of years before
asteroid hit.
At very least, dominance of dinosaurs was already greatly reduced and on the wane at that
time.
De es logic to claim that an asteroid hitting when dinosaurs were on way out was
responsible for their demise.
There would be no obvious need for any asteroid.
Real question should be why dinosaurs were going downhill in rst place.
Second, no causal relationship between the asteroid and the resulting extinction has been
established.
What actually killed dinosaurs?
All we have are loose, unsubstantiated, speculations about climate changes caused by
asteroid.
Let us now ask why were dinosaurs affected and not certain other species?
Fact that many extinctions were synchronized is taken as further evidence of an external
force working across families.
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Indeed, in an equilibrium linear world there would be no other possibility.

A massive extinction event requires a massive external impact.
This is not the case in a self-organized critical world.
Model calculations demonstrate that it is at least conceivable that intermittent behavior of
evolution, with large mass extinctions, can be due to internal dynamics of biology.
It can be argued that extinction is caused by bad luck due to external effects, rather than by
intrinsically bad genes.
We argue that even in absence of external events, good genes during periods of stasis are
no guarantee of survival as we have seen.
Extinctions may take place also due to bad luck from freak evolutionary events
endogenous(proceeding from within) to ecology.
This cannot rule out that extinction events that were directly caused by some external object
hitting the earth.
Of course, in greater picture, nothing is external, so in nal analysis catastrophes must be
explainable endogenously(from within).
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However, fact that histogram of extinction events is a smooth curve indicates that
same mechanism is responsible for small and large extinction events, because
otherwise size and frequencies of large events would have no correlations with
smaller extinction events.

Certainly small extinctions taking place all the time have nothing to do with extraterrestrial
impacts!
So why must a large extinction require “big cause”?
In fact, it is quite simple and natural to reconcile the two viewpoints.
In these models avalanches initiated by events thought of as mutations of single species.
Might also think of initiating event as having an external cause.
Think of sandpile model in which avalanches are initiated by dumping a grain of sand from
outside.
Within this latter interpretation, asteroid hitting earth merely represents triggering event,
which initially would affect only a single or a few species.
Maybe it destroyed some vegetation because of lack of sunshine.
Demise of these species would destroy livelihood of other species, and so on.
Resulting mass extinction would be a domino process caused by this initial event.
Mass extinction could only take place because stage had been set by previous
evolutionary history, preparing global ecology in critical state.
Model has been extended to include effect of external perturbations as sketched here.

One still nds self-organized criticality (SOC) with a power law distribution of avalanches,
although value of exponent, ⌧ = 2 , is different from model and possibly in better
agreement with other observations.

Some further details just to make you think!
No fossils on KT boundary
Frogs, turtles, crocodiles, sharks, most amphibians survived - so should dinos
Some dinos(small) survive - birds
Deep freeze, acid rain, re T up
Did not happen!!
Darkness kills plants - kill insects NOT TRUE!
Almost all insect families get thru KT boundary

Maybe effects not as extreme as proposed.
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Saying yes implies something else killed dinos [maybe SOC castastrophe]

Alberta CA data:
Dinos already vanishing
15 million years of so before
Climate uctuations T up T down
T sensitive animal populations up and down
—> Evolution losers
No dino species lasted more than 2-3M years
They got evolved
All dino families disappear at KT boundary
They were too t!
Large mass --> stability of T—> less reproduction
--> short time change effects --> extinct
--> need more food
--> change --> trouble

fi
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world-wide winter --> no foliage —-> could not dig roots as smaller ones could

Meteor simply nal blow!
If happened earlier would not have gone extinct
because dinosaurs were more viable
But near end —> not viable
Humans now losing biodiversity
making us vulnerable
we are losing resiliency
—> to same effect on us as dinos
Global climate change
or other random natural cycle
—> probable cause
Meteor is red herring
No massive array of carcasses
No dino species lived long enough to be impacted, only birds
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What did it?
Climate change cannot get all - some can withstand

Permian - pangea - all continents in contact
Cretaceous NA and SA bridge opens
Water level down to build bridges
Global pandemic of disease
Passing between different continents
Diseases, parasites and pests

So many possible alternatives to a meteor as the cause!
But not as dramatic as a meteor strike
and you know what gets the headlines!
I think it was just an ordinary evolutionary processes
involving SOC.
Latest information-who is correct?

Chinese fossil eggs show dinosaur decline before extinction
Nearly 66 million years ago, a large asteroid hit Earth and contributed to the global extinction of
dinosaurs, leaving birds as their only living descendants.
Scientists know that a wide variety of dinosaurs lived around the world at the end of the Cretaceous
period just before their extinction.
However, scientists have debated whether dinosaurs were at their zenith or already in decline prior to
their demise.
In other words, did dinosaurs go out with a bang or a whimper?
Researchers from the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology (IVPP) of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, along with their collaborators, now have an answer.
They've found evidence to support the hypothesis that dinosaurs were not very diverse before their
extinction and had declined overall during the last part of the Cretaceous.
Their ndings were published on Sept. 19,2022.
Most of the scienti c data on the last days of the dinosaurs come from North America.
Although some published studies suggest that dinosaur populations there were thriving quite well
before extinction, other more detailed research has suggested that dinosaurs were instead in decline,
which set the stage for their eventual mass extinction.
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By examining the dinosaur record in China, the Chinese researchers hoped to determine whether this
declining trend extended to Asia as well.

The researchers studied over 1,000 fossilized dinosaur eggs and eggshells from the Shanyang Basin in
central China.
These fossils came from rock sequences with a total thickness of ~150 meters.
The researchers obtained detailed age estimates of the rock layers by analyzing and applying computer
modeling to over 5,500 geological samples.
This allowed the scientists to create a timeline of nearly 2 million years at the end of the Cretaceous—
with a resolution of 100,000 years—representing the period right before extinction.
This timeline allows direct comparisons with data from around the world.
The scientists identi ed a decline in dinosaur diversity based on the Shanyang Basin data.
For example, the 1,000 dinosaur egg fossils collected from the basin represent only three different
species: Macroolithus yaotunensis, Elongatoolithus elongatus, and Stromatoolithus pinglingensis.
In addition, two of the three dinosaur eggs species are from a group of toothless dinosaurs known as
oviraptors, while the other is from the plant-eating hadrosaurid group (also known as duck-billed
dinosaurs).
A few additional dinosaur bones from the region show that tyrannosaur and sauropod also lived in the
area between about 66.4 and 68.2 million years ago.
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This low diversity of dinosaur species was sustained in central China for the last 2 million years before
the mass extinction.

The small number of dinosaurs in the Shanyang Basin and central China is far from the world depicted
in Jurassic Park.
These results—in concert with data from North America—suggest that dinosaurs were probably
declining globally before their extinction.
This worldwide, long-term decline in dinosaur diversity through the end of the Cretaceous Period and
sustained low number of dinosaur lineages for the last few million years may have resulted from known
global climate uctuations and massive volcanic eruptions, i.e., from the Deccan Traps in India.
These factors may have led to ecosystem-wide instability, thus making non-bird dinosaurs vulnerable to
mass extinction coincident with the asteroid impact.
The big dinosaurs had already died out before the asteroid!
The small dinosaurs and many other species did not become extinct!
The asteroid was just the last punch among many others that nally nished off the large dinosaurs!!!!
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The earlier dying off process was just normal punctuated evolution following the rules of
self-organizing systems.

Self-Organized Criticality and Gaia
Jim Lovelock, an English scientist, came up with fascinating idea that all life on earth can be
viewed as single organism.
Idea has struck many scientists as preposterous since ies in face of usual reductionist
approach and smacks of New-Age philosophy.
Lovelock's idea is that environment, including air that we breathe, should not be viewed as
an external effect independent of biology, but that it is endogenous to biology.
Oxygen represents one way for species to interact.
Lovelock noted that composition of oxygen has increased dramatically since life originated.
Oxygen content is far out of equilibrium.
Layer of ozone, an oxygen molecule, that protects life on earth did not just happen to be
there, but was formed by oxygen created by life itself.
Therefore, does not make sense to view environment, exempli ed by amount of oxygen, as
separate from biological life.
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One should think of earth as one single system.

What does it mean to say that earth is one living organism?
Might ask in general:
What does it mean that anything, such as a human, is one organism?
Organism may be de ned as a collection of cells or other entities that are coupled to each
other, so that they may exist, and cease to exist, at same time, that is, they share one
another's fate.
De nition of what represents an organism depends on time scale that we set.
In time scale of 100 million years, all humans represent one organism.
At short time scales, an ant's nest is an organism.
No fundamental difference between genetically identical ants carrying material back and
forth to build and operate their nest, and genetically identical human cells organizing
themselves in structures and sending blood around in system to build and operate human
body.
Thus single organism is structure in which various parts are interconnected, or functionally
integrated so that failure of one part may cause rest of structure to die, too.
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Sandpile is organism because sand grains toppling anywhere may cause toppling of grains
anywhere in pile.

Might think of self-organized criticality as general, underlying theory for Gaia hypothesis.
In critical state collection of species represents single coherent organism following own
evolutionary dynamics.
Single triggering event can cause arbitrarily large fraction of ecological network to collapse,
and eventually be replaced by a non-stable ecological network.
This would be a mutated global organism. At critical point all species in uence each other.
In this state they act collectively as single meta-organism, many sharing same fate.
This is highlighted by very existence of-large-scale extinctions.
Asteroid might have directly impacted small part of organism, but large fraction of organism
eventually died as a result.
Within SOC picture, entire ecology has evolved into critical state.
Makes no sense to view evolution of individual species independently.
Atmospheric oxygen might be thought of as bloodstream connecting various parts of Gaia
organism, but one can envision organisms that interact in different ways.
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Vigorous opposition to Gaia hypothesis, which represents a genuine holistic view
of life, represents frustration of science seeking to maintain its reductionist view
of biological evolution.

Replaying the Tape of Evolution
In real life cannot "rewind the tape of evolution", but in a simple model we can!
History and biological evolution are massively contingent on spurious incidents.
Question of what if this or that did not happen has been source of endless speculations by
historians.
In real life, never know what would have happened.
Cannot extrapolate from our present situation into future (or from past into present).
Where will stock market be in a year from now? Or tomorrow? etc , etc….
Could argue that is actually sensitivity of real life to minor spurious events that makes ction
possible, or believable.
Could not think of literature, apart from most boring, describing life in a noncritical universe
where everything is ordered and predictable.
That world could not be subjected to realistic and believable manipulations by a ction
writer.
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Nor can one have a literature in a world where everything is totally random and chaotic,
because then what happens tomorrow has nothing to do with what happens today.

Importance of contingency in economics must be stressed.
As an example, can argue that victory of VHS system over Betamax for video recording, or
combustion engines over steam engines, was dependent on spurious historical events
rather than on technical superiority of winning project.
In traditional equilibrium economics, however, best product always wins.
Stephen Jay Gould has emphasized role of contingency in determining history of life on earth.
Importance of contingency could be understood as a consequence of self-organized
criticality.
What if we were actually able to replay history under slightly different circumstances?
In real life, everything occurs only once in its full glory so we can't do that.
But in our simple model of evolution we can perform computer simulation again, with only
a tiny modi cation somewhere.
How could we make idea concrete?
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Rewind tape of evolution.

At rst run evolution model as usual (fat curve) and monitor accumulated number of
mutations at one site as shown below recovering usual punctuated equilibrium Devil's
staircase.
Then identify event that initiated one of larger avalanches involving that particular site.
Of course, that could be done only in hindsight.
Event happened to be at a distance from particular
species that we monitored.
Eliminated that event by replacing tness with higher
value and thus preventing extinction there.
This interruption could correspond to changing path
of asteroid, or preventing frog from developing
a slippery tongue.
Then ran simulation again.
Random numbers that were chosen were same as
before for species not affected by small change that
we had made.
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New random tnesses were chosen whenever needed for species that were affected by
change, and any future event that was affected.

At point where minor perturbation was made, history changed.
Accumulated number of mutation events in replay of evolution was monitored as in
original history.
New result is shown as thin curve in gure.
Large punctuation is gone.
However, that did not prevent disasters at all.
Other punctuations happened at later points.

Thus, large uctuations cannot be prevented by local manipulation in an attempt to remove
source of catastrophe.
If dinosaurs had not been eradicated by an asteroid (if they indeed were), some other large
group of species would be eliminated by some other triggering event.
Because of large sensitivity of critical state, small perturbation will eventually affect behavior
everywhere.
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Chaos scientists call this butter y effect.

Butter y, moving wings in South America will affect weather in United States.
What they have in mind is simple system like Feigenbaum map, or pushed pendulum, or
small number of coupled differential equations.
If one gives pendulum a microscopic extra push, position of pendulum at later times will
greatly differ from original trajectory in an unpredictable way.
Of course, global weather is not a simple chaotic system, so these considerations appear
irrelevant.
Our evolution model illustrates the butter y effect for complex system.
Any small change of any event will sooner or later affect everything in system.
If initial event caused a large avalanche, effect will take place sooner rather than later.
We believe that effect that we have described is real butter y effect, in contrast to one found
in simple chaotic systems that have no relevance to evolution or any other complex system.
To illustrate connection between criticality and punctuated equilibria, also ran simulation for
a noncritical system.
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Stopped evolution before had evolved to critical point, and did same two computer runs,
with and without eliminating an extinction event.

Noncritical evolution is gradual, with no large intermittent bursts.
Changing or eliminating one roll of a die does not have any dramatic outcome whatsoever.
In particular, species that are distant from event that was eliminated were not affected at all in
simulation.
The Theory of the Punctuated Equilibrium Model
Let us now take a brief look into a mathematical analytical theory of punctuated equilibrium
model.
Main reason for dealing with grossly oversimpli ed toy models is that we can study them
not only with computer simulations but also with mathematical methods.
This puts our results on rmer ground, so that we are not con ned to general grandiose,
philosophical claims.
As fringe bene t, insight achieved from study of simple evolution model can be applied to
Game of Life, providing a spectacular, totally unexpected link between theory on most
microscopic level - particle theory - and complex behavior of Conway's Game of Life.
What Is a Theory?
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Curiously, concept of what constitutes a theory appears to be different in biology and physics.

In biology, Darwin's thoughts about evolution are always referred to as a theory even though
it is only a verbal characterization of some general observations.
Nothing wrong with that.
According to one of most fundamental principles of science, a theory is statement about
some phenomenon in nature that in principle can be confronted with reality and possibly
falsi ed.
Description can be either verbal or mathematical.
In physics, use language of mathematics to express theories.
To confront theory with reality, solve equations and compare with experiments.
Result of theory is number that is compared with number measured by some apparatus.
If disagreement, return to drawing board.
When theories are expressed verbally in terms of much less precise languages,
confrontation with facts is much more cumbersome and leaves space for endless
discussions among expert as to which constitutes a better description.
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Sometimes experimental observation itself without any condensation into more general
principles, is viewed as a theory.

Science of paleontology is an empirical observational science like astronomy and
experimental particle physics.
However, seems to be belief based on some misguided inferiority complex acknowledged
and discussed at great length in the paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould's Wonderful Life,
that science becomes more respectable if word theory can be attached to it.
This ambiguity about what counts as a theory is interesting.
If Stephen Jay Gould were asked
"Wouldn't it be nice if there were a theory of punctuated equilibria?"
I think he would respond
"Punctuated equilibria is a theory".
The Random Neighbor Version of the Evolution Model
How does one go about constructing theory in physicist's sense?
Construction of a simple model in conjunction with computer simulations does not in itself
constitute a full- edged theory.
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Although numerical results do provide predictions to compare with observations, they give
only limited amount of insight into physical process of self-organized criticality.

Main advantage of having simple models of complex phenomena is that one might
eventually be able to deal with them with powerful mathematical methods.
For that reason, evolution model was stripped down as far as possible.
Computer simulations act as guideline for the analytical approach.
They help focus ideas.
Model and numerical simulation serve as bridge between nature and mathematical theory.
Main theoretical issues to be addressed are process by which model organizes itself to
critical state, and characterization of critical state, expressed for instance in terms of
critical exponents for power laws characterizing critical state, which eventually should be
compared with observations.
After constructing model, and doing rst preliminary computer studies, one then attempts
an analytic approach.
One wants a version that would yield to rigorous analysis and also gives a rigorous way of
properly de ning avalanches in terms of activity below critical threshold.
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For example: Instead of placing species in circle, let each species interact with two randomly
selected species in system.

At each time step one would select species with lowest tness, and two other random
species, and provide all three with new random tnesses.
In Dante Chialvo's game version, that would correspond to situation in which student with
lowest value on die and two other random students in class would roll their dice at each
time step.
One can calculate tness threshold above which all species would nd themselves after a
transient time.
Threshold is 1/3, to be compared with 0.667 for circle-chain model.
Number in itself is of no importance.
Also calculated exponent of power law for avalanche distribution, ⌧ = 3/2 .
Would be slightly fewer catastrophic events than in original model in which ⌧

was 1.07.

Exponent seems, however, to be in better agreement with distribution of extinction events.
Resulting mathematics turned out to be highly complicated despite the simple nature of
model.
Avalanche process in random neighbor model thought of as a random walk.
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At given stage of propagating avalanche, will be number of active species with tnesses
below threshold.

At next time step, number of active species will take random step:
number will either increase or decrease by 1.
Process continues until there are no more active species, and avalanche is over.
There is another solvable model with a good deal more complexity.
A particle physicist became interested in world of self-organized criticality and came up with
model in which each species is explicitly characterized by many traits, each of which gives
a contribution to tness of species.
At each time step, single trait with lowest tness among all species is mutated, that is,
corresponding tness is replaced by random number between 0 and 1.
Trait interacts with one trait of species to right in a food-chain geometry and one trait to left.
Those traits are also assigned random new tnesses.
When there is exactly one trait for each species, model reduces to original punctuated
equilibrium model.
Surprisingly in limit where there are many traits, model can be solved exactly by very
sophisticated mathematical methods from quantum eld theory.
That happens often in theoretical physics.
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Punctuated equilibrium evolution for a single species is shown in gure on next slide.

Distribution of avalanche sizes is a power law
with exponent 3/2.
The Self-Organization Process
General process of self-organization in punctuated
equilibrium model has been studied.
In contrast to sand models and earthquake models,
it is possible to construct a mathematical theory
for slow process in which ecology organizes itself
to critical state.
Then a breakthrough!
Ever since inception of SOC, has been a lack of analytical (pen-and-paper) progress on
SOC.
Were a few examples of exact results and beautiful approximate schemes for calculating
exponents, but there was essentially no progress on important question of how system
becomes attracted to critical state.
However, this situation changed for better.
Approach to critical point follows characteristic pattern as show below.

Value of largest tness belonging to any species that has
mutated up to a given time follows stepwise curve shown
in gure.
Steps of that curve show points in time when that tness
grows.
For a while after step, there are lower tnesses in system,
but eventually these low tnesses are erased, and curve
has another small up-step.
Call curve gap curve (and equation that describes it the gap equation) since there are no
species with tnesses below curve at points in time when there is a step.
Mutation activity between steps are called avalanches.
Avalanches represent cascades of extinction events.
One can show that mutations during avalanches are connected in a tree-like structure to rst
mutation in avalanche, that is, they are generated by a domino effect.
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After completion of avalanche where curve makes a step, activity jumps to somewhere else
in ecology, generally not connected with any species that mutated in previous avalanche.

As plateaus of tness curve reach higher and higher values, avalanches, on average,
become bigger and bigger.
Eventually size of avalanches reaches in nity, limited only by total number of species in
system, and stepwise envelope curve ceases to increase.
It gets stuck at value

fc = 0.6667

At that time system has become critical and stationary.
During avalanches tnesses of some species are, by de nition of avalanches, less than
critical value, but at end of an avalanche all tnesses are again above critical value.
Thus, self-organization can be described by an inescapable divergence of size of
avalanches.
This divergence is described by a power law with an exponent
model in which interacting species were arranged on a circle.

(gamma),where

= 2.7 in

Asymptotic approach of gap f to critical value as function of time is yet another power law:
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Here, t is total number of update steps, N is number of species, and A is a constant factor.
This equation is fundamental equation for process of self-organization.
Shows that as t becomes larger and larger, gap f gets closer and closer to critical
value fc .
Envelope in last gure follows that formula.
The critical state with the unique value of the gap is an attractor for dynamics, in contrast to
non-self-organized critical systems where tuning is necessary.
We call this equation the gap equation.
A similar process is responsible for criticality in sandpile models, although insight there is
mostly numerical.
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As pile becomes steeper and steeper, sand slides become larger and larger, until they
reach critical slope where they diverge and cover entire system; this prevents further
growth.

The Critical State
Once system reaches critical state,
evolutionary dynamics are described
in terms of spatiotemporal fractal
shown in gure.
Have already de ned fractal dimension D of
this fractal, and have also de ned exponent ⌧
for avalanches.
Interestingly, all other quantities that one
might think of measuring can be expressed in
terms of those two exponents.
For instance, the exponent

⇢=

1
1

in gap equation for relaxation of critical state is simple algebraic expression
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Another formula that can be derived allows us to determine threshold very accurately.
It turns out to be fc = 0.66700 , and not 2/3 as we believed for a long time; it just happens
to be very close.
Another quantity that we have ignored for some time is the power spectrum, i.e., quantity
that is supposed to show 1/f type noise.
Again, consider mutation activity of a single species as time progresses.
Punctuated equilibrium behavior, with periods of stasis of all durations separating bursts of
activity gives rise to a power spectrum
1
S(f ) = ↵
f
where the exponent is
↵=1

1
D

For model, exponent is 0.58; for theoretical model exponent is found to be exactly 3/4.
Thus, everything is quite well understood for punctuated equilibrium model.
Existence of self-organized critical state has been proven.
Resulting dynamics can be understood in terms of an underlying spatiotemporal fractal.
Spectrum is 1/f like; There are avalanches of all sizes.

It provides insight into origin of all results discussed earlier.
Of course, models are necessarily quite abstract, but they are robust.
One can change features of models without changing criticality.
This feature makes us believe that models may be general enough to span real world.
Revisiting Earthquakes
Earthquakes are a self-organized critical phenomenon;
the punctuated equilibrium model can roughly be thought of as an earthquake model,
simply by a change in terminology.
Fitness landscape in evolution model is equivalent to heterogeneous barrier distribution
over a fault plane that generates earthquakes.
Have 2-dimensional version in mind, in which each species affects four nearest neighbors.
Mutation corresponds to rupture.
In seismology, nonuniform distribution of strengths over a fault plane described in terms of
barriers or ruggedness, which are considered to cause complex rupture process of
earthquakes.
Fitnesses in evolution model can be thought of as interfaces in fault model.

During an earthquake, rupture starts from weakest site in crust with minimum barrier
strength.
When site breaks, stress in neighborhood changes.
This can be modeled by assigning new random numbers to new barriers at all those sites.
Rupture propagates as long as new barriers are weaker than threshold for rupture.
Earthquake stops when minimum barrier becomes stronger than threshold.
Another earthquake starts from site with minimum barrier after some time when tectonic
stress is increased again.
All these phenomena follow punctuated equilibrium model.
To summarize, we view entire dynamics of fault zone as dynamics of evolution model
depicted in last gure.
Are dealing with one single dynamic process, not one process for each earthquake.
Also dynamics cannot be understood as a phenomenon associated with faults created by
some independent process.
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Fault structure and earthquakes are both generated by one process.

Spatial and temporal structures are two sides of same coin.
Temporal behavior at a speci c site is given as a vertical cut in this fractal, and spatial
behavior is given as a horizontal cut.
How does this correspond to reality?
Must consider time intervals it would take for earthquakes in California to return to same
small area, that is, look at distribution of periods of stasis between earthquakes at given
location.
Measure distribution of these return times for 8,000 earthquakes.
Result is shown in gure right.
Strikingly, is power law,with exponent of 1.4, very similar
to 1.58.
Also consider distribution of times from given earthquake
to any subsequent earthquakes in same region, not just
rst earthquake.
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Another power law, with exponent 0.5, compared to 0.42.
fi
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There is only one spatiotemporal fractal structure.

Finally measure distribution of spatial distances from one earthquake to next consecutive
one.
Another power law with exponent 1.7.
Fact that there are power laws in both space and time suggests that there is one
underlying space time fractal for activity pattern of earthquakes in California, and that it
is very possible that this fractal is generated by a dynamic process following rules
similar to our evolution model.
Empirical result demonstrates that earthquakes are a self-organized critical phenomenon,
with all of its hallmarks.
Empirical power law for return time, i.e., periods of stasis, is interesting because it
demonstrates that earthquakes are not periodic.
There is tendency, even among scientists, to view events that occur with some degree of
regularity as periodic, as already seen in connection with extinction data.
Power law indicates that longer you have waited since a large earthquake at a given
location, longer you can expect still to have to wait, contrary to common folklore.
Earthquakes are clustered in time, not periodic.

Same goes for evolution.
Longer a species has been in existence, longer can expect it to be around in future.
Cockroaches are likely to outlast humans.
Often asked what the realization that nature operates at a self-organized critical state is
good for.
How can that help us predict or prevent earthquakes?
How can I use it to make money on the stock market?
If I am so smart, why am I not rich?
Usually I don't like to answer these questions, not because I don't believe that basic insight
into how things work will not pay off at some time, but because I believe that acquiring
insight is in itself a worthwhile effort.
There is one business entirely based on statistical properties of events: Insurance business.
I should be able to make a pro t selling earthquake insurance!
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I would approach residents in earthquake areas where there has not been a major
earthquake for a long time.

Sales pitch would point out obvious fact that an earthquake is due; nevertheless I would sell
earthquake insurance at a price that is lower than that of my competitors.
On other hand, I would stay away from areas where there has recently been a major
earthquake.
Self-Organization to Criticality - Further Thoughts
Idea that living systems tend to self-organize is a quarter of a century old.
Concept introduced to understand apparent chicken-and-the-egg problem of what came rst:
proteins or nucleic acids.
Main tenet: biological systems are organized by information present in them, and that
information in turn originates in self-organized state by means of selection.
Consequence -> establishment of structure or order so that entropy of system is not maximal,
i.e., system not in equilibrium.
Complexity and Information
Stochastic, from Greek "stochos" or "aim, guess", means of, relating to, or characterized by
conjecture and randomness.
Stochastic process -> behavior is non-deterministic -> a state does not fully determine next
state.

fi

fi

Investigate basic process that allows stochastic transfer of information -> main agent in this
transfer is Darwin’s principle of survival of the ttest.

Start by abstracting mechanism down to simplest form, operating on self-replicating binary(0’s
and 1’s = bits) strings.
Imagine string self-replicating (contains context (environment) dependent instructions needed
for self-replication) in environment consisting of other strings and instructions for
self-replication (physics and chemistry).
Also imagine exists agent which induces errors (bit ips) or noise.
Two possible paths exist, namely, random bit- ips like cosmic ray mutation and incorrect
copying (transcription) of instructions during self-replication.
Can’t answer question of where self-replication instructions came from = origin-of-life question.
Follow evolution of such a string in environment full of potential information -> environment is
complex.
Noise-based mutation probability is non-uniform across bits of string.
Bit positions essential to self-replication resist mutation;
Result of a simplest mechanism - if ipped, string cannot self-replicate and messed up code
dies out.
Quickly replaced by normal string (reverses lethal mutation). Non-essential bits that are
mutated are not corrected and eventually sample all possible values - these mutations do not
affect the tness of string.

fl

fl

fl

fl

fi

Nonuniform substitution rates are a re ection of importance of bits (hot (variable) and cold
(conserved)).

Imagine a random mutation that (by chance) increases the rate of replication.
For example, the mutation of hot bit coupled with the simultaneous mutation of another bit that
together make better use of environment.
Such changes will be passed on and ampli ed (better replication).
In a nite world all strings will eventually carry this allele (particular bit value) - bit has reverted
from hot to cold - it has frozen.
Success = better exploitation of environment.
This requires information about environment, i.e., when string gets better adapted to
environment, environment information must have been written into the genome.
Information slowly trickles into genome as population takes advantage of properties of the
environment - genomes become correlated with the environment.
This is how life evolves.
More and more information acquired will correspond to greater complexity.
Entropy = measure of disorder in system, or measure of our lack of knowledge about system.
If no knowledge speci ed, entropy or disorder of system always maximum.
A system = combination of all possible states with equal probability.
What happens at instant information enters genome?
Consider this event a measurement performed by genome on environment.

fi

fi

fi

In measurement, correlation between measurement device and measured system increases,
amount of information (I ) increases (entropy ∝ − log I decreases).

Measurements performed spontaneously and randomly.
Once information acquired in spontaneous manner -> not released spontaneously (would
lower entropy).
Information that can be accessed by measurement is bounded by entropy of system.
entropy = potential information.
If a system is isolated (closed) its entropy or information content is constant (redistributes
within system during measurement).
In general, if system S measured by device M that is not part of S, then result is correlation of
some of M’s variables with S.
Thus, information is quantity that needs speci cation of two ensembles - what is being
measured and by what.
Thus, information is never context-free - information always information about something ->
conditional information.
Entropy also conditional entropy.
For example, entropy of molecules stashed in corner of a box is going to increase until it
reaches a maximum value at equilibrium where all molecules are uniformly distributed in box.
Inverse(nonequilibrium) process that con nes all molecules in a corner of box is a
measurement, thereby creating information and reducing the (conditional) entropy.

fi

fi

fi

Entropy and information are entirely statistical concepts (requiring ensembles for their
de nition).

Cannot determine entropy of one binary string.
Can, however, de ne it for system or organism.
Information/entropy based ideas will become important in the future.
Is there SOC in Forest Fires?
Investigate another simple model that displays SOC.
Imagine 2-dimensional lattice where each site can be in any one of the following states:
T [tree, susceptible to being burned]
B [a burning tree]
A [ashes: a tree that has burned down]
Dynamics of model are determinedly following update rules.
In one time-step, any B → A, i.e., burning tree ceases to burn after being reduced to ashes.
At same time, any BT → AB, i.e., a burning tree will ignite an adjacent one, while leaving
ashes only at next update.
Also, new trees can grow from ashes; A → AT with a small probability p < 1.
Model turns out not to be critical.
Rather, dynamics are more similar to disease-spreading dynamics.

fi

Reason: system is not driven, so rather than returning to critical state in dissipating manner,
witnessing waves of live and dead trees in system.

Notice that absence of a dissipating element renders dynamics periodic rather than critical.
( re1.m)
Required driving added in form of small probability for trees to start burning spontaneously, i.e.,
probability for lightning strike.
Thus, added rule is tree will start burning: T → B with small probability f << 1.
Implementing algorithm reveals that dynamics of forest is such that, after a transition period,
the forest settles into a steady state with a constant mean forest (nonburning trees) density.
If one looks at the dynamics of the forest in this steady state, it is not, in general, SOC, only in
limit of in nitesimal driving!

fi

fi

It is an example of so-called “percolation connectedness”, which determines the spread of the
re rather than SOC.

fi

fi

Crests of these waves are separated by xed distance that provides scale in system.

Let us now consider

Percolation

Consider large cookie sheet on which we randomly place drops of cookie batter.
Then place cookie sheet + cookie batter into an oven to bake.
During baking assume that each drop of cookie batter can spread to a maximum radius a.
You might know from experience that if two cookies touch, they coalesce to form one cookie.
What do you expect to happen?
If you are not careful, you might nd a very large cookie which will cover a signi cant portion of
the cookie sheet and possibly span the sheet from top to bottom as shown in the gure below.

Notice there is path of overlapping circles(shaded) which connects bottom and top sides of
cookie sheet.

fi

fi

fi

If such a path exists, then path is said to percolate the lattice(of cookies).

Let us make example more abstract in order to de ne concept of percolation more clearly.
Imagine very large checkerboard rather than cookie sheet.
Represent this checkerboard as square lattice and assume that every square or site on this
lattice can be in either one of two states, occupied or empty.
Each site is occupied independently of its neighbors with probability p (process is called site
percolation).
Occupied sites (cookies) are either isolated or form groups of nearest neighbors.
De ne a cluster as group of occupied lattice sites which are connected by nearest neighbor
distances.
Two occupied sites belong to same cluster if they are linked by a path of nearest-neighbor
connections joining occupied sites.
Figure below shows an example of a site percolation cluster on a square lattice of linear
dimension L = 2 .

fi

fi

fi

The two nearest neighbor occupied sites ( lled
squares) in the left lattice are part of the same
cluster while the two occupied sites in the right
lattice are not nearest neighbor sites and do
not belong to the same cluster.

We can study percolation using a random number generator(perc1.m).
Procedure is to generate a random number and then occupy a lattice site if random number is
less than p.
If probability of site occupancy is small, then expect that only small isolated clusters will be
present as in gure(part (a)) below(green →< p ; red →> p).
In contrast if p is close to 1, then we expect that most of the occupied sites will form one large
cluster which extends from one end of the lattice to the other as in the gure below(part(d)).
Such a cluster is said to span the lattice and to be a spanning cluster (forest re can spread
everywhere!).
What happens at intermediate values of p for
example, p between 0.4 and 0.7 as in the gure
below(parts (b) and (c))?
We shall see that in the limit of an in nite lattice,
there exists a well-de ned threshold probability pc
such that:
• for p > pc at least one spanning cluster or path
exists
• for p < pc no spanning cluster exists and all clusters
are nite

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

Examples of clusters on 2 × 2 lattice

fi

The intrinsic character of percolation is
connectedness.

Example

The red squares are ones that can be reached from the top or bottom by going only on lled
squares.
If one continuously increases the probability of lled squares, there suddenly comes a point
where the cluster of red squares spans from top to bottom.
This is the so-called "percolation threshold", at which, for example, uid coming from the top
of an idealized material with a certain density of pores would "percolate" through to the
bottom.

fi

fi

fl

fi

As the system gets larger, the percolation threshold becomes more and more sharply de ned
——— a classic minimal example of a phase transition in statistical physics.

Since the connectedness exhibits a qualitative change at a well-de ned value of a parameter
which can be changed continuously, we shall see that the transition from a state with no
spanning cluster to a state with one spanning cluster is a type of phase transition.
Percolation phenomena can be observed in the laboratory with a piece of chicken wire or wire
mesh.
Consider an experiment in which we measure the electrical conductivity of a large piece of
uniform steel-wire screen mesh as a function of the fraction of sites that were removed (where
wires were cut).
The coordinates of the sites to be removed(wires to be cut) are provided by a random number
generator.
One measures that the electrical conductivity is a rapidly decreasing function of the sites still
present and vanishes below a critical threshold.
We now develop a program to generate percolation con gurations and try to determine the
percolation threshold via simulation.
We consider a square lattice of linear dimension L and associate a random number with
between 0 and 1 with each site in the lattice.
A site is occupied if its random number is less than a parameter p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1).
The program below generates site percolation con gurations and displays them on the screen
where the clusters can be identi ed visually.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

The gure below shows a run for L = 16(perc2.m);

PercolationOnASquareGrid

Searching for the percolation threshold

Clearly, there exists some critical value of p where a spanning cluster rst appears.
The percolation threshold pc is de ned as the probability p at which an in nite cluster rst
appears in an in nite lattice.
However, for nite lattices of linear dimension L that we can simulate on a computer, there is
always a non-zero probability that there will be a spanning cluster that connects one side of the
lattice to the other.
For small p the probability is of order pL.
As L becomes large, this probability goes to zero and for suf ciently small p, only nite clusters
will exist.
We need to devise a spanning rule for a nite lattice.
We de ne pc(L) as the average value of p at which a spanning cluster rst appears.
For a nite lattice the de nition of spanning is arbitrary and hence the computed value of pc
depends on the spanning criteria.
For example, we can de ne a connected path as one that
(1) spans the lattice either horizontally or vertically
(2) spans the lattice in a xed direction(i.e., vertically) or
(3) spans the lattice both horizontally and vertically.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

All of these spanning rules should lead to the same extrapolated value of pc in the limit of an
in nite lattice.

example of path
Percolation Threshold

Critical Exponents
You are familiar with distinct phases of matter from everyday experience.
Most familiar example is water which can exist as a vapor, a liquid and a solid(ice).
Well known that water changes from one phase to another at a well-de ned temperature and
pressure -> example of a thermodynamic phase transition.
Most substances exhibit a critical point, that is, beyond a particular temperature and pressure,
it is no longer possible to distinguish between the liquid and gaseous phases(see phase
diagram below):
Another familiar but less well known example of a
critical point occurs in magnetic systems at the
Curie temperature Tc.
We know that at low temperatures some
substances exhibit ferromagnetism, which is a
spontaneous magnetization in the absence of an
external magnetic eld.
If we raise the temperature of the ferromagnet, the
spontaneous magnetization decreases and
vanishes continuously at a critical temperature Tc.
For T > Tc the system is a paramagnet.

fi

fi

This type of system can be investigated in detail
using an Ising model.

ising.mov

At critical point a percolation threshold appears.

Data shown phase transition…….

Even though percolation is an unusual phase transition in that it does not involve temperature,
it turns out that the properties of the geometrical phase transition in percolation are qualitatively
similar to the properties of thermodynamic phase transitions.
The major conclusion we will draw that carries over to other types of phase transitions is that
the qualitative behavior of the system is governed by the appearance of long-range
correlations.
We know that the essential physics near the percolation threshold is associated with the
existence of large but nite clusters.

fi

If one counts the number of clusters of size s and calls the distribution nc(s), it can be shown
that nc(s) decays exponentially with s for p < pc and for p > pc, nc(s) is qualitatively different
and decreases more slowly.

This different behavior turns out to be due to the presence of all length scales, that is, nite
clusters of all sizes.
A more direct way of observing the effects of the length of the clusters is to introduce a
characteristic linear dimension or mean connectedness length ξ(p).
While various theories exist, working with the clusters directly is very complicated (tedious
counting), so we will pursue a different method based on the renormalization group.
If we view a percolation lattice image(occupied sites in green) from longer and longer
distances, what will we see?
If you are far from the image, then you will not be able to distinguish sites which are adjacent
to each other and will not be able to observe single site clusters.
In addition, branches emanating from larger clusters and narrow bridges connecting large
blobs will also be lost in the distant view of the image.
Thus, for p = p0 < pc, the distant image will look like a percolation con guration generated at a
value of p = p1 < p0 and the connectedness of the remaining clusters will have decreased.
If we move still farther away from the image, the new clusters will look even smaller with a
value of p = p2 < p1.
Eventually we will not be able to distinguish any clusters and the image will appear as if it were
at p = 0 (the green color seems to disappear!).

fi

fi

Now consider what we would observe if p = p0 > pc.

In this case, close inspection of the image reveals only small regions of unoccupied sites(red).
As we move away from the photograph, these spaces would be come less resolved and the
con guration will look as though a larger fraction of the lattice were occupied(green).
Thus, the image will look like a con guration generated at a value p=p1 > p0. Eventually, it will
appear as if it were at p=1.
What happens at or near p = pc?
We know that at the percolation threshold, all length scales are present and thus it does not
matter what length scale we use to observe the image.
Thus, the image will appear the same (although smaller in size) independent of the distance at
which we observe it.
We now devise a method to use the computer to change the con gurations in a manner
equivalent to moving away from the image.
Consider a square lattice partitioned into b × b cells which contain many sites and cover the
lattice.
We imagine a change in the lattice where all the sites in each cell merge to become a new
supersite or renormalized site and where the new lattice has the same symmetry as the
original lattice.
The replacement of cells by new sites has changed the length scale — all distances are now
smaller by a factor b, where b is the linear dimension of the cell.

fi

fi

fi

fi

The effect of this renormalization is to replace each cell with a single renormalized site and to
rescale the connectedness length for the renormalized lattice by a factor of b (see gure
below).

Renormalization process

Now, how can we maintain the symmetry....or, how can we decide whether the renormalized
site is occupied or not?
We want to preserve the gross features of the original lattice, especially its connectedness.
Our algorithm will be:
• the renormalized site is occupied if the original group of sites spans the cell
We will adopt the vertical spanning rule for convenience.The effect of performing such a scale
transformation for p < pc is shown below
The effect of performing such a scale transformation for p > pc is shown below

Renormalization process p < pc

Renormalization process p > pc

In both cases the effect of the transformations is to move the system away from p = pc (towards
p = 0 or p = 1, respectively).
Because we are working with a nite lattice we can only carry out a nite number of scale
transformations.
A example of a large lattice very near the percolation threshold is shown below.

p = 0.59

(percRG.m)

p = 0.60

fi

fi

pc = 0.59.274
Other, non-visual, methods exist to implement the renormalization group and determine pc.

In both cases the effect of the transformations is to move the system away from p = pc (towards
p = 0 or p = 1, respectively).
Because we are working with a nite lattice we can only carry out a nite number of scale
transformations.
A example of a large lattice very near the percolation threshold is shown below.

p = 0.59

p = =0.60
pc=0.59274

fi

fi

Other, non-visual, methods exist to implement the renormalization group and determine pc.

Now we summarize main requirements in order to observe self-organized critical system.
List does not specify if any of conditions are necessary or suf cient(no universal theory of
SOC) -> list looks like shopping list, but gives good idea about where to look to nd SOC:
Appears that we want
1. A dissipating dynamical system with (locally) interacting degrees of free- dom.
2. Propagation of uctuations described by a dissipating transport equation.
3. Noise that can propagate through the entire system.
4. An in nitesimal driving rate.
Let us go through these one by one.
Dissipation plays an important role in self-organizing systems for the simple reason that it
would be almost impossible to transmit signals in a system that is both noisy and
nondissipative.
There is a very general theorem of thermodynamics that states that uctuations, which
represent the signal, are always accompanied by dissipation.
We can intuitively understand that it would be hard to encode and decode signals into the
uctuations if there were no way to damp them.

fi

fl

fi

fl

Local interactions are obviously an important ingredient in self-organization.

fi

fl

Summarizing SOC

The second condition is almost a consequence of the rst: only in very awkward systems that
are dissipating and have locally interacting degrees of freedom is the transport of uctuations
not described by a dissipating transport equation (such as a reaction-diffusion equation).
However, it is important to require that the entire system is accessible to the uctuations and
therefore to noise (third condition).
Indeed, we cannot imagine self-organization to occur in a system that has parts that are not
connected to the rest.
It is, after all, the uctuations that provide for the communication between all parts of the
system, which results in self-organization.
Finally, and most importantly, the system has to be driven at an in nitesimal rate.
This most important condition will reappear in many different guises.
First, any system that is to self-organize has to be driven i.e., there must be a force that is
responsible for providing the uctuations that may or may not result in catastrophically big
events.
For the sandpile, this is of course the dropping of the grains, and in the protocol outlined earlier
we made sure to specify that one waits until the avalanche is over before dropping another
grain.

fl

fl

fi

fi

fl

fi

fl

This is not, strictly speaking, a physical situation. Since the system is driven by the dropping of
the grains, we ought to de ne a constant driving rate: the number of grains dropped per unit
time.

However, even if this is only speci ed on average, we encounter the possibility, for every nite
driving rate, that a grain of sand is dropped before the last avalanche is completed.
We see immediately that if we increase the driving rate in such a manner that we do not wait
for the avalanche to nish most of the time, we reach a situation of steady ow of sand.
Clearly such a state is neither self-organized nor critical.
Indeed, SOC only results in the limit where the driving rate is in nitesimally small.
In this limit, the system will always return to its critical state, which is so prone to disruption.
It is this self-tuning feature that has attracted the most attention, as all standard statistical
systems that possess a critical point (such as the freezing transition from water to ice, or the
freezing transition in magnetic Ising systems) sport a parameter (the temperature in the latter
examples) that has to be ne-tuned to obtain this state.

fi

fl

fi

fi

fi

fi

In SOC, the system apparently self-tunes to this state.

